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FIRM UPDATES
Partner Kelly Yap’s recent wins :
Notable Cases

Kelly Yap
Partner
Head of Litigation
In MITORA PTE LTD v AGRITRADE INTERNATIONAL
(PTE) LTD [2012] SGHC 178, Partner Kelly Yap
successfully defended a company against a claim
brought by a plaintiff by striking out the Statement
of Claim and obtaining Judgment for the defendant’s
counterclaim. The decision centred on the
mechanics of “Unless Orders” and the consequences
of breaching of such court orders. The High Court
also had to determine what falls within the ambit of
“possession, custody or power” when a litigant is
obliged to provide discovery of documents.
And, in VVF SINGAPORE PTE LTD v SOVAKAR NAYAK
[2012] SGHC 126, Kelly acted successfully for a
company against its former director for a claim in
excess of US$1million arising from losses caused by
unauthorised commodity traders and for sums
withdrawn from the company’s bank accounts. This
matter raised interesting arguments on the

interpretation of contracts and adducing additional
evidence as an interpretive tool.
Kelly also acted successfully for the plaintiffs in
A.K.N. WORLDTRADE PTE LTD and 2 OTHERS v
FOROUGHMAND ARABI AMIR YADOLLAH to recover
monies from their former director who had incurred
unauthorised expenses and taken unauthorised
loans for his personal use in breach of his fiduciary
duties. The judgment obtained, after a 5-day trial,
was for an amount in excess of S$1 million.
If you have any questions on the law in relation to
these decisions, please contact Kelly at
kellyyap@oonbazul.com

Upcoming Events
“Common Mistakes by Parties & Witnesses in
Dispute Resolution: Lessons from My Person
Experience in the Trenches”
organized by Oon & Bazul LLP and Singapore Corporate
Counsel Association

Speaker :

Partner Suresh Divyanathan

Date

:

Friday, 12 October 2012

Time

:

12pm to 2pm

Venue :

Seminar Room 3.4
School of Law /School of Accountancy
Singapore Management University
Level 3, 60 Stamford Road
Singapore 178900
Register for Event
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Oon & Bazul continues to be ranked as
one of the leading law firms
We are pleased to announce that Oon & Bazul
continues to maintain its leading position in the
industry. Legal publications such as the Asia Pacific
Legal 500 and the Chambers Asia Pacific continue to
rank Oon & Bazul as a leading Firm.

“Oon & Bazul LLP specialises in
marine insurance, particularly
involving Malaysian ships and
cargo.
Former
seafaring
officer Goush Marikan is
‘exceptionally good in wet
work’, while Bazul Ashhab
‘combines legal knowledge
with commercial acumen’.
Oon
Thian
Seng
is
recommended”

This would not have been possible without the
continued support of our valuable clients. We are
very grateful for this support, which encourages us
to always provide the best for our clients.
We would also like to take this opportunity to thank
you for the recent accolades and awards that we
have earned over the past year.

Oon & Bazul’s “shipping team
is strong and well
experienced, with much
industry knowledge."
Partner Bazul Ashhab, a
leading individual in the
industry is “prompt, gives
things thought and is very
precise in his advice”.
And, Partner Oon Thian Seng
is noted for his speciality in
insurance, hull and cargo
claim matters.

The Firm’s “expanding (International Arbitration) team
represent marine insurers, financial institutions, traders,
shipowners and P&I clubs. Bazul Ashhab, who is
‘exceptional at crisis management’, and Oon Thian
Seng handle complex, high-value claims.”
Oon & Bazul has also been awarded the Singapore
Shipping Law Firm of the Year by the Global Law
Experts. And the Firm was also ranked as “Ones To
Watch” under the ALB Arbitration Listings 2012.

Oon & Bazul Bursary 2012/2013
The Firm’s International
Arbitration practice has
“made real strides in the
arbitration arena within the
last year. Its associated office
in Malaysia – TS Oon &
Partners – enables it to attract
regional mandates and has
contributed to its involvement
in high-value international
arbitrations in various
jurisdictions including London,
New York, Paris, Vietnam,
China and India.”

Oon & Bazul, through its collaboration with
Singapore Management University (SMU), is
committed to assist outstanding law undergraduates
who are in need of financial assistance. This initiative
was started in 2011.
In its second year, the Firm has decided to award the
Bursary to Miss Victoria Choo, a third year student.
The Bursary is aimed at inspiring Victoria to pursue
greater achievements in her academics and personal
endeavours.
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LEGAL UPDATE:
Admiralty & Shipping

‘Bunga Melati 5’:
Interesting lessons for Bunker Suppliers
Preamble:

The Dispute:

The recent Singapore Court of Appeal (the “CA”)
decision in the case of The “Bunga Melati 5” [2012]
SGCA 46 would be of great interest to the shipping
industry and, in particular, to those in the bunkering
business. If you are a bunker supplier, you would do
well to get some guidance from this case – especially
since it discusses what happens when bunker trades,
involving intermediaries such as brokers and agents,
are done. In such arrangements, the business is
often smooth-sailing until someone in the chain
suffers financial distress. When that happens, it
might be too late to ask whether you can obtain
security by arresting the vessel. Such a scenario was
played out in the case of The “Bunga Melati 5”
where the CA overturned the decisions of a Assistant
Registrar and a High Court Judge and allowed the
appellants, Equatorial Marine Fuel Management
Services Pte Ltd (“Equatorial”), to continue to pursue
its claims for the price of the bunkers supplied
(worth more than US$ 21 million) to vessels
belonging to MISC Berhad (“MISC”).

Equatorial’s Case: The crux of this dispute revolves
around Equatorial’s claim that MISC was the party
whom Equatorial ultimately contracted with - that
MISC was the one liable to pay for the bunkers (and
not the Buyer’s Brokers). Equatorial substantiated its
argument by producing bunker confirmations which
it received from the Seller’s Brokers which clearly
identified itself (Equatorial) as the “Sellers” and the
Ship Owner as the “Buyers”. Equatorial also
produced documents from the Buyer’s Broker
stating that it was acting on behalf of MISC. One of
Equatorial’s key arguments was that there was
agency by estoppel as it had received
representations (from the Buyer’s Broker) that the
Buyer’s Broker had the authority to enter into the
contracts on behalf of MISC.

The Parties:
Equatorial is in the business of supplying bunkers
and MISC is the owner of a number of vessels,
including the Bunga Melati 5.
Disputes arose between Equatorial and MISC over
alleged unpaid bunkers supplied by Equatorial to
vessels belonging to MISC. Consequently, Equatorial
commenced a legal action in rem against the Bunga
Melati 5.
As is common in the bunkering industry, Equatorial
was represented by bunker brokers – Compass
Marine Fuel Ltd and OceanConnect UK Ltd
(collectively the “Seller’s Brokers”) in its sales of
bunkers. MISC was represented by its own brokers a Malaysian company called Market Asia Link Sdn
Bhd (the “Buyer’s Broker”) which subsequently
suffered from financial distress.

MISC’s Case: MISC’s argument was that it only
contracted with the Buyer’s Broker and did not
contract with either Equatorial or the Seller’s
Brokers. MISC substantiated its position by
producing contractual documents between itself and
the Buyer’s Broker - evidencing that MISC was the
“Buyer” and the Buyer’s Broker was the “Seller”.
MISC also asserted that all invoices received were on
the Buyer’s Broker’s letterheads and it had already
paid to the Buyer’s Broker for all the bunkers
supplied. MISC argued that Equatorial’s claim should
be struck out because Equatorial had improperly
invoked the High Court (Admiralty Jurisdiction) Act
(the “HCJA”) by failing to show a “good arguable
case on the merits of its case”. MISC also applied to
strike out Equatorial’s claims on the basis that it had
never been in a contractual relationship with
Equatorial and was thus not liable to Equatorial in
any way.

The Judgments:
In the first instance, the Assistant Registrar (“AR”)
struck out Equatorial’s action based on MISC’s
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arguments. Equatorial then appealed to a High Court
Judge in Chambers where its appeal was also
dismissed. Equatorial subsequently appealed to the
CA which reversed the rulings of the AR and the High
Court Judge and allowed Equatorial’s appeal so that
it could continue prosecuting its claim against MISC
for the price of the bunkers that were supplied.

Broker told his company that the Buyer’s
Broker was MISC’s appointed broker. The CA
felt that this corroborated Equatorial’s
assertions;
iii.

MISC did not put on record that it had never
referred bunker suppliers (like Equatorial) to
the Buyer’s Broker and that none of its
employees were ever instructed not to make
such arrangements. This served to persuade
the CA that the case warranted a full trial; and

iv.

The CA did not share the High Court Judge’s
conviction that the documents submitted by
MISC “demonstrated beyond doubt” that the
Buyer’s Broker was not MISC’s agent. The CA
was also concerned about the illegibility of
the invoices rendered by the Buyer’s Broker
that were tendered to the court. The CA was
therefore convinced that the precise
relationship between the various parties
should be determined at trial rather than by
summary determination.

Important Lessons:
A.

Agency

The AR and the High Court Judge struck out
Equatorial’s action for being “plainly and obviously
unsustainable” because Equatorial had substantial
difficulties proving that it had received
representations that the Buyer’s Broker had the
requisite authority to enter into the contracts on
behalf of MISC. However, the CA found that there
was just enough evidence to possibly show that
Equatorial’s case of agency was not a hopeless one.
Therefore, the CA held that it was premature to rule
on the factual and legal elements of Equatorial’s
claim without a full trial and thus refused to strike
out Equatorial’s claim.
The evidence and facts which worked in Equatorial’s
favour were as follows:
i.

ii.

MISC’s payment to some bunker suppliers
who were in the same position as Equatorial
soon after the Buyer’s Broker went into
financial difficulties. The CA was of the view
that such payments were indicative that, at
some level, MISC must have acknowledged
that it had a contractual relationship with
such bunker suppliers (whom it dealt with
through the Buyer’s Broker). This lent weight
to Equatorial’s assertions;
Equatorial managed to produce the affidavit
of the Managing Director of an unrelated
party to the dispute (another bunker broker)
stating that an employee from the Buyer’s

The CA noted that the facts in this case were quite
unlike some earlier reported decisions where the
ship arrest was (rightly) set aside because the
contract to supply bunkers was entered into with the
time charterers of the vessel as opposed to the
actual owners of the vessels.
B.
No need to prove “good arguable case on
the merits”
Since the CA’s earlier decision in The “Vasiliy
Golovnin” [2008] SGCA 39, there was not a bit of
uncertainty as to whether a plaintiff had to show a
“good arguable case on the merits” in its affidavit
leading the arrest when applying for a warrant of
arrest against a vessel. The CA has now clarified that
there is no need for an arresting party to show a
“good arguable case on the merits” of its claim when
invoking the High Court’s admiralty jurisdiction
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under the HJCA (i.e. for vessel arrests) at the FIRST
INSTANCE. In other words, an arresting party does
not need to prove the merits of its case when it
wants to arrest a vessel for, say, unpaid bunkers
when applying for a warrant of arrest. However, if
the vessel owner subsequently challenges the arrest,
the plaintiff must be able to show an arguable case
on the merits of its claim against the vessel owner or
risk the claim being struck out by the Court.
C.

For more information, please contact:

Full & frank disclosure is still paramount

The CA also reiterated that an arresting party must
provide full and frank disclosure of all material facts
in its affidavit leading the arrest since such an
application is an ex parte one. Otherwise, the
defendant may apply to set aside the warrant of
arrest on the basis of material non-disclosure. This
may render the arresting party liable for damages for
wrongful arrest.

KELLY YAP
Partner
Head of Litigation
Advocate & Solicitor, Singapore
Email

: kellyyap@oonbazul.com

Phone : 6223 3880 / 9621 8312

Conclusion: Know your customer
We wait with bated breath to see what eventually
happens in the trial between Equatorial and MISC.
In the meantime, players in the bunkering business
should take away one very important lesson from
The “Bunga Melati 5” and that is - it is paramount for
bunker suppliers to ensure that they know that they
are contracting with the actual ship owner. They
also need to ensure that all the documents and
communications reflect accurately, and beyond
doubt, this important fact.
This is especially
important when intermediaries are involved. The
failure to do so could result in a situation where the
bunker supplier ends up with no security for its claim
and no hope of ever obtaining payment of its bunker
invoice – not an enviable position to be in indeed.

The content of this e-update is intended to provide
general information and should not be interpreted
as legal or other professional advice on any specific
matter. Oon & Bazul LLP has taken every
reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of the information provided, but the
firm is not liable for any loss or damage arising from
reliance on this information. If you require advice on
the subject matter or any specific legal issue,
please contact lawyers whose contacts have been
provided on this e-update or alternatively contact
us at general@oonbazul.com.
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